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The Plan to Solve Israel's Traffic Congestion Problems –
Executive Summary

This plan devised and presented by Future Mobility IL is the most extensive and
complete plan to date for this objective. It is presented here after a detailed analysis
of its applicability and viability, conducted with many stakeholders. It leans on many
researches, from Israel and across the world. It brings together various ideas which
have previously been suggested by researchers and other stakeholders. Additionally,
it brings forth a number of innovative and original ideas which were discussed with
many transportation professionals and whose applicability was tested in several
countries.
The plan was presented to a special public advisory committee, put together by Future
Mobility IL. It is made up of experts from the transportation industry, academia,
former government officials and current and former senior position holders in the
field. They all presented their thoughts and comments, which were taken into account
in the final formation of the plan.
After the immediate applicability of the plan was examined by officials in the relevant
ministries, it is to be presented to decision makers, in order to push it through to
immediate implementation soon after the upcoming election in Israel in April 2019
and the forming of a new government.

The plan includes 8 steps:

1. Promoting Shared transportation
Shared Transportation is growing across the world as part of the Shared Economy
trend. It includes several forms:
• Carpooling – sharing rides in private vehicles
• Ride Hailing- Sharing rides in commercially owned vehicles, by companies such
as Gett, Uber and Lyft
• Micro Transit- such as the service offered by Via
• Vehicle sharing- of privately or commercially owned vehicles
Shared transportation is a sound and effective alternative to single driver private
vehicle use. It offers a range of changing options, depending on the ride's destinations,
the simplicity of use and its price. All these options must be more costly to users than
public transportation, in order to encourage the latter's use. However, they need to
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be cheap enough to encourage the disuse of vehicles by drivers riding alone. The plan
presents several steps to promote this goal :
a) Passing legislation to standardize and regulate shared rides by amending the bylaw that forbids anyone but taxis to carry passengers for a
fee. To make riding in a low occupancy vehicle more expensive, we propose a tax
of 2 NIS (about 0.54 US$) for every ride of a vehicle of 5 passengers or less,
excluding taxis. This tax will not be levied on vehicles of 6 passengers or more.
Current Taxi license holders will receive a onetime compensation of 20,000 NIS
(about $5000) for the decrease in value of their license do to the opening of the
market to competition.
Additionally, in the outlying areas of Israel, away from the 3 main metro areas,
subsidies for shared transportation will be offered, since this service is not cost
effective for operating companies. This service can also replace ineffective public
busses services currently operating in these areas. Thus, empty buses than run
infrequently will be replaced by subsidized shared transport, so the price for the
passenger will remain the same, but the service will be better. This move will also
free up bus drivers, who are in need in Israel, to work on fuller routes, reduce
costs for the commercial public buses operators, and save public funds, that
support them.
b) Encouraging carpooling- by making every public transport lane also a HOV (High
Occupancy Vehicle) lane, for vehicles carrying 3 passengers or more. Additionally,
regular lane will be turned into HOV lanes when the HOV lane is full. Furthermore,
public campaigns directed at both employers and employees will be pushed
through. They will promote providing preferential parking for carpool vehicles in
work places, financial incentives for carpooling, pairing up of employees, and
more. Also, the step detailed above the putting a price tag on road section (see
further ahead) will also be a significant incentive for carpooling.
c) Ride services to and from train stations – operating in 15 or Israel Railway's
stations, that will save the need for train passengers to drive to the stations,
which are in Israel are often located in the outskirts of cities.
2. Road Pricing and Parking Pricing
a) Road pricing - since expanding roads infrastructure does not reduce congestion,
we recommend pricing the road's use, according to its capacity. The proposed
model includes setting a price for all road sections according to categories: no
congestion (0 cost), medium congestion (8 NIS cost), and high congestion (15 NIS
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cost). The average expense per driver will be about 2000 NIS a month ($540).
Simultaneously, the annual car licensing fee will be canceled, causing the national
treasury a loss of about 4.5 billion NIS, and the gasoline tax will be reduced to an
amount that would equal the income from road taxes, a 0/35 NIS reduction.
b) Parking Pricing- is one of the most effective measures of reducing congestion in
metropolitan areas. Many cities in the world have drastically reduced parking
spaces in city centers, and have also switched to parking rates that reflect the
external costs that these parking spaces carry. This aspect includes 4 stages:
1) A tax write off for public transportation expenses for employees – these
are currently taxed. This move will directly benefit all public transportation
users. These tax exempt expenses should also include carpooling, ride
hailing, shared bicycles and kick scooters etc.
2) Taxing parking spaces allotted to employees – currently this is the only
benefit given to employees in Israel that is not taxable. Providing a nearby,
designated parking space for employees is a direct incentive for them to
use their private vehicles. It should be taxed the same way other benefits
like meals and bonuses are. The model suggests classify all cities in Israel
into3 categories: congested city, moderately congested and not
congested. Every city will have two pricing tiers according to levels of
congestion in its various areas.
3) Doubling street parking rates – and turning the fixed national rate from a
maximum rate to a minimum rate. The low price of street parking today
encourages drivers to drive around the city and look for street parking,
instead of using parking lots, thus increasing the traffic congestion.
4) Incentivizing municipalities to turn parking lanes into public transportation
lanes or lanes for two wheeled vehicles (bicycles and scooters) – as
detailed in step 6.
3. Developing Public Transportation
Effective and accessible public transportations key to reducing traffic congestion.
Undoubtedly, the mass transit system now in construction and planning stages in
Israel – underground and above ground light rail, more heavy rail lines through the
Ayalon corridor and the Eastern Line- will dramatically improve mobility. However,
these systems, even if indeed built, will only be ready for use in many years, and thus
existing public transportation in Israel needs to become more effective immediately.
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Since paving additional lanes for public transportation takes a while, and is at times
impossible, public transport should promoted even at the expense of private vehicle
use. This aspect includes 4 elements:
a) More public transportation lanes- allocating HOVs in every congested
road with 2 lanes or more, in cities and in between them, even at the
expense or existing general lanes.
b) Creating an incentive for more passengers for public bus operating
companies – by subsidizing them per passenger. Currently these
companies are indifferent to passenger numbers and thus have no
incentive to increase their numbers through various means.
c) Allowing public buses operating companies to plan 25% of bus routes.
Today route planning is done entirely by the ministry of transport. If the
operators plan a quarter of the routes they would be taking some of the
risks upon themselves: rewarded for bus rides numbers exceeding agreed
number and fined for if it is lower.
d) Installing technologies that prioritize
transportation - such as smart traffic lights.

pedestrians

and

public

e) Closing of city centers to private vehicle traffic- by incentivizing
municipalities, as detailed in step 6.
4. Encouraging the use of bicycles and kick scooters
They form a preferable, environmentally friendly alternative to short distance ravel.
Their potential for congestion reduction is immense since they can provide a solution
both for an entire commute or for these called first/last mile of the travel, which are
often the reason commuters use their car. This aspect includes 5 elements:
a) Faster and more extensive allocation of two-wheeler lanes - by
incentivizing municipalities, as detailed in part 6.
b) Increased enforcement of traffic laws, to create a safer riding environment
for the two riders and the pedestrians around them. Municipal
enforcement officers will be tasked with enforcing all the laws that apply
to bicycles and kick scooters.
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c) Avoiding mandatory registration, including license plates, for bicycles and
kick scooters, with the bureaucracy that goes with it.
d) Helmet wearing- adopting existing European regulation on this matter.
e) Incentivizing municipalities to install charging station for shared electrical
bicycles and scooters.
5. Promoting electrically powered transportation
Electrically powered transportation will not solve Israel's traffic congestion problems
on its own. However, it is the basis for future transport, and countries who will fall
behind in using it will also fall behind in adopting autonomous vehicles and other
new technologies. Electrical transport is also considerably less polluting that
conventionally powered vehicles (with an internal combustion engine). Thus, it is
preferable that today's mean of transport will be less dependent on oil products and
more on electricity, especially since Israel's electricity production is moving towards
natural gas, a cleaner fossil fuel. This aspect includes 7 steps:
a) Promoting the penetration of electrical vehicles into the market – be they
private, commercial, taxis, shared rides vans, buses and trucks.
b) Setting short term and medium term targets for the percentage of electric
vehicles out of the total fleet in Israel, on top of the current 2030 target.
c) Creating certainty in the tax rate on electric vehicles – by extending the
current tax break (10% & 20% purchase tax) for electric and plug in hybrid
vehicles until the end of 2022, by law.
d) Creating further differentiability within the categories of vehicle when
calculating value of usage for tax purpose, so as to create further
preference to electric vehicles.
e) Make the government and the public sector leaders in the purchase of
electric vehicles
f) Promoting the charging infrastructure
g) Creating awareness campaigns among vehicle importers, fleet managers
and the general public.
7

6. Incentivizing municipalities to implement smart mobility and congestion reduction
measures
A considerable part of the authorities and roles needed to address traffic congestion
and integrate smart transport lies within municipalities. Making them partners and
moreover, leaders, in these efforts, is essential to resolving the current
transportation crisis. We suggest setting up a call for offers with a budget of 200
million NIS (about $55 million) that would create incentives for municipalities to
promote moves that might be difficult to pass because of the public's initial
resistance, including moves that would encourage the integration of smart mobility.
7. Promoting technology fostering regulation
for Israel to become a leader in integrating the smart mobility revolution,
government should create regulation that fosters and supports technological
advances. For this purpose we suggest 2 steps:
a) Promoting autonomous vehicle regulation – adopting currently forming
regulation in Europe and the US, while making the needed changes in the
relevant existing regulation in Israel and creating partnerships with
regulation promoting bodies abroad. Additionally, we propose creating
partnerships with leading international autonomous vehicle makers and
creating incentives for them to run pilot projects in Israel.
b) Setting up a data center for data coming from vehiclesover a million cars in Israel already transmit location and speed data. By
acquiring data from the companies that collects it, standardizing it and
anonymizing it, a data base that would be exceptional on a world level with
respect to the number of vehicles it includes, can be created. This database
would be free and open code for various uses: developing new
technologies, setting up new startups, city transportation planning, a basis
for decision making, and more.
8. Work hours flexibility
Such flexibility would allow spreading commuter work arrival hours while integrating
other work models such as working from home and other flexible models. Enacting
these models and giving employees to choose between them can also increase
employee productivity while reducing road congestion. We suggest 3 steps for this
purpose:
a) Creating a mechanism for flexible work hours through legislative changes
8

b) Extending the time period on which the totaling of overtime hours is
calculated to a month, in specific sectors to be determined by the Ministry
of Labor.
c) Setting up a focused regional pilot in which incentives will be given to
employers who allow flexible work hours.
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Background
The global transportation market is going through drastic changes in the last few
years. Decades after the pirate vehicle revolution that marked the 20th century, the
familiar usage patterns, services and riding platforms are in the process of changing
dramatically. These changes have been possible thanks to technological advancement,
changes in the consumer behavior and the rise in the standard of living1.
However, despite these changes, the basis of the transportation world has remained
solid- privately owned vehicles for private use. Nevertheless, the upcoming sea
change, the smart mobility revolution, will undoubtedly lead to a drastic shake up of
the vehicle market and transportation as a whole. At the end of this process, the
private car ownership model will lose ground and mobility will become more diverse
and efficient and will be provided as a service, not through vehicle ownership.
This model would allow passengers to purchase usage rights for a diverse package of
mobility options including: underground and above ground rails, light rails, buses,
minibuses, vans, taxis, cars, bicycles, scooters and other vehicles owned by numerous
companies. It will be possible through extensive real time data processing and offers
the passenger an array of mobility solutions according to location, time, personal
preference, need and cost. Technological means allow for centralized and quick
payment, data processing and combining several mobility solutions in one platform2.
Alongside the technological advancement, this change stem from a real need. The
proliferation of private vehicle on the road, with an ever increasing demand for access,
have brought about heavy traffic congestion at the entrance to major cities and
employment centers around the world. With a population of 8.7 million people
holding 3.3 million cars, the estimated cost to the economy of traffic congestion in in
Israel in 2017 is 50 billion NIS ($13.5 billion)3. The motorization level in Israel in
2017was at 384 cars for every 1000 people. This represent a low motorization rate
compared to Western average but also an increase of 4.1% compared to 20164.

1

Bernhart, Wolfgang. Ernst, Christian-Simon. Leutiger, Phillip. 2016. Israel’s automotive & smart
mobility industry – Electrified, Autonomous & Smart. Roland Berger. PP 5, 8-9. December 2016
2
Anabel, Jillian. Docherty, Iain. Marsden, Greg. 2018. The governance of smart mobility.
Transportation research part A (115). Adam Smith business school University of Glasgow. Institute of
transport studies, University of Leeds. .PP 4-5. 2018
3
Omer Moav, Shani Schreiber, 217. "How to reduce road congestion using congestion charges?"
Policy Paper, the Aharon Institute for Economic Policy, IDC, December 2017, pp 46.
4
" Motor Vehicles in Israel in 2017:, The Israeli Central Statistics Bureau, 2018, p 4
http://www.cbs.gov.il/reader/newhodaot/hodaa_template.html?hodaa=201827141
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The continuous rise in the motorization level in Israel, combined with a low number
of passengers per car, 1.2 passengers on average during the work week5, contribute
to the increased traffic congestion. If this rate will not gradually grow, and considering
that Israel's birthrate is the highest among OECD countries, current road congestion
which is presently the worst in the OECD is expected to worsen much more in coming
years6. Without a massive intervention, with current population growth ad
motorization rates, the congestion in main road and its cost to the economy are
expected to double and within 3 decade the number of vehicles is expected to
double7.
The level of transportation in Israel is significantly behind other Western countries
with respect to infrastructure development, planning ahead, effective and accessible
public transport and flexible regulation that facilitates changes. They are all notably
lacking. Instead, Israelis experience increasing congestion on the roads, public
transportation that is plagued by problems, mass transit development that will take
many years to complete and is very costly, and only partial openness to advanced
mobility technologies8.
The discontent in the current transport situation in Israel had led many stakeholders
to work to create novel solutions to remedy the situation, some of which are already
in operation. Among these are:
•
•
•
•
•

Dramatic developments in battery powered private electric vehicles
Autonomous vehicles
smart public and shared transport platforms meant to reduce congestion and
improve the service to passengers
light electric two wheeled vehicles that allow quick ad exact movement and arrival
smart data systems in vehicles that allow detailed data analysis and might aid in
better transportation planning9

All these tools are necessary ingredients in the smart mobility revolution. Some have
a way to go before they are fully deployed and operational, and some, like electric
5

An average for Sun-Thu, the work week in Israel.
Trachtenberg, Manuel. Cohen, Shuki. Pardo, Alon. Sharb, Nir.2018. "Unties the Gordian knot, a short
term transportation plan", the Shmuel Ne'eman National Policy Research Institute", the Technion and
Tel Aviv University, 2018, pp 3-4
7
Omer Moav, Shani Schreiber, 217. "How to reduce road congestion using congestion charges?"
Policy Paper, the Aharon Institute for Economic Policy, IDC, December 2017, pp 46.
8
Trachtenberg, Manuel. Cohen, Shuki. Pardo, Alon. Sharb, Nir.2018. "Unties the Gordian knot, a short
term transportation plan", the Shmuel Ne'eman National Policy Research Institute", the Technion and
Tel Aviv University, 2018, pp 3-4
9
Anabel, Jillian. Docherty, Iain. Marsden, Greg. 2018. The governance of smart mobility.
Transportation research part a (115). Adam Smith business school University of Glasgow. Institute of
transport studies, University of Leeds. PP 5. 2018
6
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vehicles, shared rids and advanced public transport, have a significant presence in
many western countries10.
Israel is a developed country, a member of the OECD, ranked number one in in the
world in national expenditure on research and development compared to GDP. It also
has more than 600 companies in the transportation field, some of which are success
startups, but the implementation of the smart transportation revolution in Israel is
still far away. Even though international companies operate more than 250 research
centers in Israel and more than 100 innovation labs, many of which deal with smart
transportation, directly or indirectly, most of the technologies developed in Israel are
implemented only abroad11.
Several data reflect the growth in private vehicle ownership, while are alternative to
it are not developed as are public transportation and smart mobility. From 2013 to
2016 the number of vehicles rose by 17% while road construction rose by only 5%,
brought about increase road congestion so that in 2016 Israel was ranked last among
OECD countries in road congestion compared to number of vehicles12.
Researches about the escalating congestion on Israel's roads price the economic loss
caused by it at 50 billion NIS ($13.5 billion) .due to the loss of work and leisure time,
an increase in road accidents and air pollution13. A driver entering the Tel Aviv metro
area during rush hours wastes 200-250 hours a year that equal to 4-5 work weeks14. If
private vehicle usage increase continues without a massive investments in increasing
public transportation and other alternatives to private vehicle use, it is predicted that
in 2030 drivers will spend 60 minutes more per day in traffic the economic damage
from this deterioration will be about 70 billion NIS ($19 billion) and in 2040, 100 billion
NIS ($27 billion)15.
Throughout the years in an attempt to solve the transportation crisis in Israel several
mass transit schemes have been launched, but they are very expansive and expensive
plans and many years will pass until their positive impact on traffic congestion will be
felt16. One of these projects is the fourth railway along the Ayalon River in Tel Aviv
10

OECD- ITF Corporate Partnership Board. 2017. Shaping the Relationship between Public Transport
and Innovative Mobility. Chapter 2: Getting around Cities: Then, Now And In the Future. pp 10, 15-22.
11
Bernhart, Wolfgang. Ernst, Christian-Simon. Leutiger, Phillipp. 2016. Israel’s automotive & smart
mobility industry – Electrified, Autonomous & Smart. Roland Berger. PP 5, 20-21, 42. December 2016
12
Becker, Ehud, Public Transportation in Israel, Background. 2018. The Knesset Research and
Information Center. Presented to the Knesset's Economy Committee ahead of a series of discussions
about promoting public transportation
13
Omer Moav, Shani Schreiber, 217. "How to reduce road congestion using congestion charges?"
Policy Paper, the Aharon Institute for Economic Policy, IDC, December 2017, pp 46.
14
Yotzer, Nitsan, Results of the experiment "Moving to Green", 2017
15
Omer Moav, Shani Schreiber, Ibid.
16
Trachtenberg et al, Ibid.
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which will allow the maximum number of rails passing through this important hub to
rise from 28 to 40, if all goes as planned. This project is expected to cost 5.5 billion NIS
($1.5 billion) and is expected to be finished in 2024 so it does not provided an
immediate alleviation for the current crisis.
The "Fast Lane" project in the greater Tel Aviv area sought to provide alternatives to
driving on the roads leading into Tel Aviv through mass transit infrastructure including
shuttles form parking lots, free passage for public transportation and shared rides,
alongside a payment for quick passage through the lane for private vehicles17. It is
expended to be completed in 2024 and currently offers a partial alleviation to the crisis
in the medium term, but in the short term it will increase congestion because of the
road works.
Building the lines of light rail in the Tel Aviv metro area is also expected to take several
years, with the first line due to open in late 2021 and others in the second half of the
decade. Planning of the Metro project which seeks to connect cities further away from
the center of the Metro area began in 2017 and construction is expected to be
completed 6-10 after construction starts, that is, well into the 2020s18.
Alongside these mega projects which cost billions and might offer a long term solution,
while aggregating congestion in the short term, there are signs of a change of thought
in Israel. There is real discourse about more immediate solution to the traffic crisis.
Various means such as smart public transportation, motorized bicycles and kick
scooters and electric vehicles are slowly making inroads in Israel, and are a foretelling
signal of the upcoming change. This is a welcome and much need development but it
is late, compared to developments in most of the OECD countries. This delay might
have significant economic ramifications as well as effects on the level and quality of
life in Israel.
The upcoming revolution will have a multi-faceted effects: workplace accessibility,
cost of living, the choice of where to live, public health, the integration of various
populations in the job market, the education system, leisure activities and more. Thus,
active and holistic actions must be taken to relieve road congestion by creating
alternatives to private vehicle use and adopt novel concepts, suitable for the new
transportation challenges. Countries that will successfully apply components of the
smart mobility revolution will experience more economic and a rise in the standard
and quality of living.
At the cusp of this revolution, whoever will adapt to the upcoming changes and lead
with initiatives, openness and innovation – will reap the benefits. Success would mean
17
18

Fast Lane Projects, Ayalon Highways, http://www.ayalonhw.co.il/pages/50.aspx
NTA, The light rail project in Tel Aviv https://www.nta.co.il/
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a significant relief in road congestion in Israel, raising the growth and productivity
rates and increased economic wellbeing for individuals and society as a whole.
A flexible and efficient regulatory environment must be promoted. One that could
read the upcoming changes before they happen, change as needed, incentivize
adapting technological innovations and making all transport services more efficient,
as well as diverse and smart investment in infrastructure development, taking into
account the changes in the transport landscape.
Many moves are now in progress to make Israel a leader in the smart transport
revolution. Future Mobility IL proposes a comprehensive and holistic plan that
includes 8 different aspects, that can make this vision a reality. It is made up of highly
feasible steps and actions that are monetarily viable and are executable in a short term
of a few years. Other steps are needed, chief among them is massive investment in
mass transit for the long term. We call on Israel's leaders to adopt this plan as soon as
possible.
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The 8 steps to solve Israel's Road Congestion Problem

Step 1 - Promoting Shared Transportation

1. Allowing paid shared rides
a) Background
Israel's current laws forbid anyone by licensed axis to carry passengers for a
fee, except for a payment of 2 NIS ($0.54) per KM for "participating in gasoline
costs", up to 2 rides a day, to allow for carpooling. Companies such as Uber,
Lyft, and Chariot and Via, known as Transportation Network Companies (TNC)
or Micro Transit, are not allowed to operate in Israel in their standard business
model.
While in many countries an accessibility revolution of shared rides is
underway, this has not happened in Israel. On the one hand, it is important to
wisely manage shared rides so that they form an alternative to private vehicle
use and not public transportation use. On the other hand, these companies
dramatically improve mobility options within cities, are a major alternative for
private vehicle use and are a major element in the mobility revolution.
However, taxi license holders, the so called "green numbers", in Israel is set to
be hurt by allowing the operation of TNCs, since its values bound to
significantly decrease once they begin their operation. In New York, for
example, the value of the taxi license "medallion" dropped from $1.3 million
to $250,000 from 2014 to 2016.
Shared rids service is not economically viable in cities with less than 100,000
residents. However, this service can replace inefficient public transportation in
in rural areas and outside major cities. Low frequency and empty buses can be
replaced by subsidized shared transport, so that the price for passengers will
remain the same, but the service will be better. Opening the market place to
shared transport and subsidizing it will also free up bus drivers, who are in
short supply in Israel, to work on fuller routes, reduce costs for the commercial
public buses operators, and the save public funds that support them.
Future Mobility IL suggests a model that partially compensates taxi license
holders, enables shared rids and promotes using high occupancy vehicles over
small cars.
15

b) Principles of proposed shared rides regulation
1) Changing bylaw 84 so that it allows carrying passengers for a fee. Not just
by taxis.
2) Vehicles that can carry 5 passengers or less will be charged a 2 NIS ($0.54)
tax on each ride.
3) Vehicle that can carry 6 passengers or more will not be charged the tax.
4) Owners of a taxi operating license will receive a onetime 20,000 NIS
($5400) compensation and will be allowed to continue to operate the taxi.
5) There will be no regulation levied on drivers, as is customary in the world.
6) The estimated cost of this move is a onetime expenditure of 400 million
NIS ($100 million) and after that an annual revenue of 200-300 million NIS
is expected.
7) Subsidizing shared rides in areas with towns smaller than 100,000
residents, where public transportation is inefficient, to replace part of the
public transportation service.

2. Promoting carpooling
a) Background
In the past 30 years, the share of intercity commuters has risen by 12%. The
population has doubled, but the number of commuters has grown three fold19.
The following graph shows commuting patterns in Israel across 3 decades:
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other

Alongside actions to encourage the use of public transport, walking and biking
to work, road congestion can be reduced by encouraging carpooling, which
would increase the number of people riding in each vehicle. Carpooling is
defined as a ride shared by people going to the same destination or to
destinations on the same course. The average number of persons per car in
Israel is 1.2 during work days20. Calculations done by the Ministry of Transport
show that raising this average to 1.5 would solve road congestion in Israel21.
Carpooling has several advantages:
1) To the driver – saving ride costs that are shared with passenger/s
2) To the passengers - saving ride costs because of avoiding using their
vehicle
3) To the economy- reducing congestion and air pollution
4) To employers – reducing parking costs and a rise in employee productivity
thanks to a reduction of driving related stress
Carpooling does have a few drawbacks:
1) A lack of ride flexibility – shared ride require pre-planning and are less
amenable to changes and flexibility when needed.
2) Difficulty coordinating between passengers and drivers
3) No access to the private vehicle during the work day
Thanks to recent changes, carpooling has become a more viable solution to
road congestion relief, alongside other solutions. Firstly, technological
advances and the development of apps greatly simplify the coordination
between potential drivers and passengers. An increase in cloud based
computer services, location based navigation services (such as Waze) and
other phone apps are just some of the developments that enable the
expansion of carpooling.
Secondly, the rise of the "mobility as a service" model also positively affects
shared rides. According to this model, ownership of vehicles decreases and
rides become a service paid for specifically.

20

1.6 on weekends
Iddo Elmekais, "Reducing traffic congestion through Carpooling, August 2017.

21
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Thirdly, shared economy trends are changing behavior patterns and are
making shared rides more socially acceptable.
It is important to note that the insurance regulator in Israel published a
clarification in July 2018 stating that a shared ride that meets the
transportation laws and by laws is covered under standard car insurance
policies and do not require purchasing a new policy.
Future Mobility IL proposes the following steps to promote carpooling:
a) HOV (High Occupancy Vehicle) Lanes –making every public transport lane also an
HOV lane, for vehicles carrying 3 passengers or more. Additionally, regular lanes
will be turned into HOV lanes when the HOV lane is full. The number of passengers
should be set and known ahead of time since a change in the number of
passengers makes carpooling less efficient.
Combined with the steps to increase the number of public transportation lanes,
we recommend to not wait for the "fast lane" program, set to be completed in
2024, but rather to convert right away regular lanes, parking lanes and road
shoulders to carpool lanes, even as a temporary measure until the fast lane
program is completed.
b) Indirect measures to incentivize carpooling- Road pricing (see step 1) and parking
pricing (see step 3) are expected to have a dramatic effect in boosting carpooling
c) Public awareness campaign – by private companies and by the government,
including:
1) Marketing the concept to employers including recommending steps such
as allocating parking spaces for carpools, having cars available for
employees to use during the work day, having a carpooler of the month
competition and other benefits for carpool users.
2) Marketing to the public –the advantages of carpooling mentioned above.

3. Shuttle Services to and from Train Stations
a) Background
According to Israel Railway data, there was a rise of 8.5% in ridership from
2016 to 2017, up to 64.6 million rides, with an average of 245 rides a day. The
Israel Railway network includes 60 stations. Currently, the number of trains
running cannot increase significantly because most of the train lines in Israel
go through the bottleneck of the Ayalon corridor in Tel Aviv. Works to expand
18

this corridor to allow for another track there will take years to complete and
will cost billions.
Israel Railway sees a 150% occupancy as reasonable but today there are times
when occupancy goes up to 190%, whereas during off-peak hours it falls much
below 100%. Thus, despite the current inability to add more trains, passengers
can be added in the off peak hours. Those are before 7:30 AM and after 9 AM
in the Tel Aviv area and before 7 AM and after 8:30 AM in areas away from Tel
Aviv.
Additionally, in most train stations there is vast scarcity of parking spots and
people arriving at the station with their private vehicle have a hard time finding
parking. The parking lots fill up early in the morning and late comers are forced
to park far away from the station. This situation creates several problems:
traffic jams are created at the entrance to the parking lot, commuting time is
increased and people avoid using the train due to the parking shortage.
b) Ride Sharing Service Framework
Since paid ride sharing is currently not allowed under Israeli law, companies
such as Uber, Via and Lyft cannot operate there under their regular business
models. Future Mobility IL proposes a shared ride model to train stations under
these parameters:
1) Israel Railway will purchase ride service from companies such as Uber or
Lyft according to existing law.
2) Passengers will not pay for the service, at least until appropriate
amendments are made to the law.
3) The shuttle service will operate from 6:00 to 20:00, except for a 1.5 hour
pause during morning rush hour when it will not operate.
4) The service will be offered in 15 major stations, selected by Israel Railway
and the shuttle service will be provided by 2 companies that will be
selected through a public tender. Each station will have one shuttle
company servicing it.
5) The service will operate for a year, after which conclusions will be drawn
before expanding or extending the service. A university or research
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institute researcher will act as an accompanying consultant for this stage.
6) The shuttle operators can choose which vehicles to use (cars/vans etc.),
but the vehicles should be suitable for no more than 20 passengers.
7) The service price will reflect the cost of driver's hourly price. Companies
will compete on the number of drivers needed. The terms of service will
include the minimal number of shuttle users each month.
8) If the actual passenger number will be lower than the one set in the
tender, the shuttle operator will be fined according to a formula detailed
in it. This will incentivize operators to increase the number of passengers.
9) Shuttle operators will supply monthly reports on passenger numbers, and
ride data (distance and time).
10) Israel railway will determine the maximum distance from the station the
shuttle will serve which might change between stations.
11) Shuttle arrival times will be synchronized with train departure times so
passengers would arrive at the station a few minutes before the train's
departure, and the shuttle will be ready for passenger pick up right after
the train's arrival.
12) This service will initially run until the regulatory changes detailed in step 1
are enacted. The cost of this service is estimated at 200 million NIS ($54
million) which the government would initially cover.
13) Israel Railway would be allowed to charge for parking in the lots near the
stations. If it chooses to do so, 80% of the revenue will be earmarked for
the shuttle pilot project.
14) In the second stage the service will be expanded to all train stations.
15) We propose a similar move with intercity bus operators.
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Step 2: Road Pricing and Parking Pricing
1. Road Pricing
a) Background
Road congestion stems essentially from resource allocation, that is, a problem of
allocating a limited resource, the road, between all those who seek to use it. The most
successful appropriation mechanism is through pricing. It creates an equilibrium in a
system so that there is no surplus or a deficiency or lines (ques). When demand
fluctuates the prices change according to demand. That is why flights and hotels are
more expensive during holidays and vegetable prices are lower in the markets at the
end of the day22.
The problem of allocating the road resource is addressed today not through prices,
but rather by lines, AKA, traffic jams. Creating an equilibrium this way is a bad solution
from several respects. It involves a lot of time lost, air pollution and a great loss of the
resource that should be allocated. For example, the number of cars that are able to
use the Ayalon highway that goes through Tel Aviv at 1PM is double the number of
vehicles that go through the same stretch of road at 4 PM. Thus, half of the capacity
of the road is not used, just when it is most needed, because of the way the road is
allocated to its users. A driver going in and out of the Tel Aviv metro area wastes on
average 200-250 hours a year, equal to 4-5 work weeks23.
The solution is changing the mechanism from lines (ques) to pricing, as is done with
most products, alongside all the other steps set forth in this paper.
Moreover, expanding the road network is not expected to alleviate congestion in the
long term, since the roads being build are filled up quickly with new cars due to two
processes: the population growth and the motorization level increase. Israel's
population is growing at a rapid pace compared to other developed countries, so
substantial annual investment is needed just to keep up the status quo. The other
process is a latent demand for road space. Many researches show that as the available
road space grows, so does the demand for it. Thus, paving more roads will not solve
the problem, and anyway, expanding the roads is not always possible24.
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The price mechanism can be launched by levying congestion charges ("fine"), as is
done in London for example, in one of several ways such as toll rings, regional charge
plans or a continuous charging system. Conversely, incentives ("rewards") could be
given to drivers who avoid using the road capacity that is lacking, while fixing the usage
price for the road for each trip.
It is evident that taxes on vehicles in Israel are relatively high today so more taxes on
drivers are not recommended. However, one tax can be alternated with another so
the tax system serves the goals for which it was established, pricing the externalities
that car usage produces.
b) The main elements of Road Pricing
1) Pricing road capacity according to the following parameters:
a. Road congestion, to be measured by average vehicle speed. Each road would
be categorized into one of 3 categories:
i. Very congested – driving cost would be 15 NIS ($4)
ii. Moderately congested - 8 NIS ($2.2)
iii. No congestion – free
b. 3 time slots during the day – 7:00-10:00, 10:00-20:00, 7:00-20:00
c. Significant discounts or free passage will be given to vehicles carrying 3
passengers or more and to public transportation
2) Payment of up to 300 NIS ($80) a month (3600 a year)
3) Set prices
a. Usage rates, including maximum monthly payment, will vary in the first two
years every 6 months.
b. After that, rates will be updated every two years.
c. Pricing will not change according to congestion in real time, since certainty
about the cost of the ride before starting it, and simplicity of the model are
important.
4) No residents' Discounts
Residents who live near the congested area will not receive discounts on the road
prices. They will have better public transportation available to them so they can
easily enjoy the full amount of the incentive. The principle of paying for using the
road's capacity dictates that every user pay for it.
5) Measurements with a device in the vehicle
There are several options for measuring:
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a. A third of the cars in Israel already have a device through which they could
be monitored.
b. In other vehicles the choice would be between a:
i. Connection through the smartphone and a Bluetooth sticker sent
to the driver's home
ii. Independently installing at device in the car that would arrive at the
driver's home, or installing it at garages at a very low cost.
c. There is no need for infrastructure on the roads, like cameras, but instead
usage of existing advanced technologies is preferred.
d. The data collected from the vehicles will not be used in an identifiable way
and it will all be anonymized. Thus there will be no tracking of the drivers'
activities beyond measuring the distance driven to calculate the incentive,
so their privacy will be preserved.
e. Responsibility for installing the device will lay on the vehicle owner. A
vehicle owner who will not install the device will be charged 300 NIS a
month.
6) Method of payment
There will be a real time account on the app and on the website and a monthly
invoice by mail or email. The balance will be trackable throughout the month.
7) Abolishing the annual car licensing fee
Except for luxury vehicles, where it would be reduced by 1000 NIS. This step will
go into effect as soon as the program is launched.
8) Reducing the tax on Gasoline
a. A 0.35 NIS ($0.10) reduction right away
b. The tax level would be determined each year depending on the total
revenue from road pricing. If total revenue would exceed 1.5 billion NIS,
there will be an additional reduction. If it will be less than 1.5 billion, the
gasoline tax will go up accordingly.
9) Total Cost
a. The total cost of this step is estimated at 6 billion NIS ($1.6 billion) at its
incept.
b. The total estimated revenue from the plan's is also estimated to be 6 billion
NIS
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c. Revenue higher than this amount will be offset by reducing the gasoline
tax.
After applying this model, we recommend examining models that would
encourage a daily vehicle insurance model, and not only an annual one, to
incentivize vehicle owners to not use their vehicles on some of the week days.
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2. Parking Pricing
a) Background
Much like road congestion is a problem of misallocation of a resource in demand,
so is parking a scarce and limited resource in major cities. A policy of meeting
parking demands leads to increased consumption of this resource followed by
increased use of private vehicles. This policy is not sustainable, contributes to road
congestion, to the loss of open space and does not alleviate the situation, since
demand increases together with growing supply. According to Ministry of Finance
estimates, the external cost of free or low cost parking adds up to 5.2 billion NIS a
year ($1.4 billion), in 2013 prices.
Many cities around the world have changed their parking policy and have enacted
pricing mechanisms and progressive policies to reduce traffic congestion. Among
them are Helsinki (1970s), Amsterdam and London (1990s), Oslo, and many
others. Thus, as demand for road capacity must be managed, so must parking
demand.
Future Mobility IL proposes a model of pricing the usage of the busiest roads, while
repealing and reducing other vehicle related taxes: abolishing the annual vehicle
fee, except on luxury vehicles, and reducing the tax on gasoline. According to this
model, drivers who would avoid using the busiest roads even some of the
weekdays would benefit from lower car expenses overall, and drivers who would
continue to use them would pay only slightly more. Applying this model, together
with the other steps of our plan, is expected to alleviate traffic congestion by about
50%.
Additionally, Future Mobility IL proposes a parking pricing model that includes
several steps for rightly pricing parking, together with reducing the number of
parking spots in congested cities.
b) Principles of Parking Pricing
1) Taxing the parking benefit
Today, parking benefits are a tax deductible expense for the employer, and tax
free to the employee. This discriminates against employees who do not take
advantage of this benefit and do not use their private vehicle. It is also the only
non-taxed benefit, unlike for example, meals, shuttle service and clothing that
is not uniform.
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We suggest determining a normative value for a parking spot, with prices
varying by from city to city and a dual rate within cities, one for areas with
high parking demand and another for less in demand areas.
This proposal is based on the recommendation of the inter-ministerial
commission for "green" taxing from 2008. Thus, it is not a new proposal, but it
is more relevant than ever. The expected revenue from this step is 500 million
NIS annually ($135 million).
2) Making public transportation expenses tax deductible
Today employees are taxed on transportation reimbursements, including
public transportation. We propose that these funds will not be considered
income for tax purposes, to encourage the use of public transportation.
3) Incentivizing municipalities to turn parking lanes into public transportation
lanes or lanes for two wheeled vehicles (bicycles and kick-scooters) – as
detailed in Step 6.
4) Doubling street parking rates – and turning the fixed national rate from a
maximum rate to a minimum rate, so that each municipality can choose its
rate, above the minimum. This will only be applied in town and cities with
more than 50,000 residents. Municipalities currently have the authority to
wave parking fees for its residents, but they cannot determine their parking
rates. The low price of street parking today encourages drivers to drive around
the city and look for street parking, instead of using parking lots, thus
increasing the traffic congestion.
The maximum hourly parking rate in Tel Aviv is 6.2 NIS ($1.7) which is
significantly lower than the free market rate. In other cities the rates are even
lower: 5.7 NIS in Jerusalem and Be'er Sheba, 5 NIS in Hadera, 3.63 in Nes Ziona
etc. The minimum price should be similar to that charged by private parking
lots. When street parking is much cheaper than lot parking, cruising the street
looking for it is the rational choice for drivers. Collectively, this creates traffic
congestion, road accidents, gasoline waste, and air pollution and negatively
affects the wellbeing of pedestrians25. Thus, parking prices in large cities
should be doubled and municipalities should be allowed to charge a rate
higher than the minimum set by the central government.
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It should be noted that in 2016 an amendment to the Building and Planning
Law regarding parking spots in building passed. It changed the number of spots
that each building plan lays out for a building from a minimum number to a
maximum number. The law set a significant reduction of parking standards for
commercial and business uses as opposed to residential uses, since owning a
private vehicle in household is considered a more basic need. We believe that
once the steps set forth here are implemented, the residential parking
standard should also be lowered.
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Step 3: Promoting Public Transportation
1. Background
Effective and accessible public transportation is a key part in the general
transportation mix of any country and it holds significant influence on the standard
and level of living of all individuals. It assists in raising productivity and work wage,
reducing the gaps between different strata of society, reducing road accidents and air
pollution and increasing leisure time, among another things26. Without effective and
accessible public transportation, individuals who can afford it will likely choose to
purchase a vehicle to make up for the gap, thus, increasing road congestion, along
with its destructive influences on the economy and the state.
In Israel, even though public transportation ridership is at 850 million a year, only 26%
of commuters choose public transport while 69% choose their private vehicle27. This
is contrary to Europe, where public transport usage rate are much higher, for example,
50% in Madrid, 47% in London and 46% in Berlin, as opposed to 20% in Tel Aviv and
22% in Haifa28. Due to these low usage rate and the rise in the motorization level, the
average commute in Israel has risen from 15 minutes in 2006 to 40 minutes in 2016.
Despite this change, public transportation has not been able to supply a quicker
commute than private vehicles and surveys show that only 5% of its users do so by
choice, their satisfaction level is low and most of them choose it only out of economic
necessity29.
A rise in the use of public transportation will have far reaching effects on individuals
and on the economy as a whole. Thus, this should be a central target for any plan that
seeks to promote transportation solutions in Israel. In order to increase the public
transportation usage rate we propose these main steps:

2. Public Transportation Lanes
a) Background
The gap between public transportation investment in OECD countries and Israel is
86%. This translates into a gap in the average speed of public transport in Israel,
16-19 KPH, compared to an average of 25 KPH in OECD countries30. It is well
reflected in the investment in public transportation as a percentage of the
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development budget of the Ministry of Transport: 46% of it was spent on the
paving of city and intercity roads, 26% on rails, 26% on mass transit systems and
only 1% on public transportation lanes31. Analyzing this meager investment
compared with the division of ridership between the various public transportation
methods that year demonstrates the imbalance: 744 million rides on buses, 64
million rides on trains and 42 million on light rail32. Bus ridership is more than ten
times greater than train ridership, despite the disproportionate investment.
In the 2018 budget, the development in bus infrastructure remains low, 2% out of
a development budget of more than 13 billion NIS ($3.5 billion). Investment in
mass transit infrastructure continues to grow in in 2018 and it took up 29% of the
development budget. This is in accordance with one of the four goals the Ministry
set forth for itself in 2018, the building of a mass transit system to alleviate road
congestion33.
To achieve this goal a number of mega projects were launched: several light rail
lines in the Tel Aviv metro area, a fast lane at the entrance to Tel Aviv, adding a
fourth rail along the Ayalon River, starting construction of a light rail between
Nazareth and Haifa, and extending the Haifa BRT line. Additionally, a new heavy
rail line, east of the existing shore line is planned, as well as a network of metro
lines in greater Tel Aviv34.
The projects demonstrate a change in attitude and policy in the Ministry of
Transport that has directed many resources to mass transit projects. However, it
is evident that investment in the "classic" and most useful means of public
transport, buss, with the most ridership than any other public transportation
means available in Israel, remains significantly low.
Thus, alongside the above mentioned projects that will cost billions and will take
years to complete, it is highly important that bus services in Israel are improved.
These improvements can be obtained at a low cost and relatively quickly.
In 2000 the Ministry of Transport launched its public transportation reform which
lead to an increase both in ridership and in the number of buses on the road.
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Between 2006 and 2016 the number of buses on the road grew from 5,600 to
9,024 and the mileage driven by buses rose from 403 million KM to 597 million
KM35.
In 2012 the Ministry published its strategic plan for public transportation that
budgeted 250 billion NIS ($68 billion in 2019 rates) for it over 25 years, 10 billion
NIS a year. The actual amount that was invested each year in public transportation
since 2013 has been 5 billion NIS a year, about half the original amount36. Thus, it
is not surprising that despite the gradual rise in the number of buses on the roads,
usage of private vehicles is 3 times higher than that of buses37.
Part of the reason for that is that most bus lines are perceived by the public as
"inefficient". Their speed is lower than that of private vehicles, and there is a
serious shortage of critical bus infrastructure such as night parking lots for buses,
operational lots, designated lanes, terminals and drivers. Investment in all these is
critical, on top of increasing the number of buses on the road38.
Thus, many changes are needed in this field. Some of them are elaborate and
complicated to execute. We recommend major, executable steps which will
provide some relief in the short and medium term that will increase ridership on
buses and so reduce the number of vehicles on the road and road congestion. The
cost of these steps is much lower than that of the mass transit mega projects, but
the effect will be evident and immediate.
The steps in this plan, most notably road pricing and carpool promotion, will
encourage an immediate switch to HOV lanes whose clear advantage is making
the road more efficient as a resource, making it a main policy tool for road
congestion relief.
Presently, the responsibility for HOV lanes on intercity road rests with the Ministry
of Transport, and HOV lanes within cities are the municipality's responsibility.
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b) Public Transport and HOV Lanes in Inter City Roads
Israel had 5 major highways leading to the main metropolitan areas: 1, 2, 4, 5, and
20. They are all congested during morning and afternoon/evening rush hours and
all lack HOV lanes. On highway 4, for example, during morning rush hour, between
the Bar Ilan interchange and Givat Shmuel, about 72 buses pass per hour, with an
average occupancy of 40 passengers. So, in this road segment, 2,880 people pass
through on buses. During the same time period, 6,075 private vehicles pass
through this segment, meaning 30% of the passengers on this road use only 3% of
its space. If there was a public transport lane from the Shiva interchange to the
Geha interchange, the bus ride would take 20 minutes instead of 40 minutes
during rush hour, a 50% time save39. Such a lane is planned, but it is expected to
be completed only in late 2021.
On highway 5 the morning rush hour driving time from the Kesem interchange to
Glilot has increased by 45% in recent years, to about 50 minutes. A public transport
lane in this section will shorten the ride to about 15 minutes, a 70% time save, and
also draw drivers to leave their cars a home. The planned public transportation
lane here is expected to be completed in late 202040. Until it is complete we
propose turning one of the existing lanes to an HOV/public transport lane.
About 100,000 vehicles pass through Highway 1 each day. During morning rush
hour 281 buses with an average occupancy of 75% go through it, i.e. about 10,000
passengers. During the same time about 7,000 cars go through the road. More
than half of the passengers going through Highway 1 use only 9% of it. If the was
a public transport lane on this road, the trip time would be reduced from 85
minutes to 40 minutes. The upgraded route of Highway 1 was recently opened,
after an investment of about 2.4 billion NIS. However, the upgrade did not include
a HOV lane so the driving time on it has not been reduced41.
Highway 2 is a clear proof of the efficiency of inter-city public transportation lanes.
Such a lane exists from the Poleg interchange south towards Tel Aviv. It shortened
the ride to Tel Aviv by 30% and led to a 20% increase in public transport usage
within 9 months after its opening in early 2018. However, an HOV lane was not
allotted going north so commuters face congestion when they return home in the
afternoon or evening. It is estimated that allotting an HOV lane in this section
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would reduce the drive time in the morning from 27 minutes to 16 minutes, a
monthly save of about 4 hours for each commuter42.
In 2016 an HOV program called Mahir La'ir ("quick into the city") was launched. It
brought together 17 municipalities and its goal was to create many KM of public
transportation lanes within cities and in between them in the greater Tel Aviv area
("Goosh Dan"). It included highways 2, 4 and 5 where thousands of cars pass each
day. Despite its official launch, as of January 2019, not a single public transport or
HOV lane has been allocated through it. In the case of inter-city roads the decision
on allocating these lanes lies solely with the Ministry of Transport which is in
charge of their maintenance. However, concrete decisions are yet to be made on
this matter. For highway 5 a decision has been made to allocate one lane as a paid
toll lane similar to the one operating the entrance to Tel Aviv from Highway 1. This
lane will take 5 years to complete instead of an HOV lane which can be created
within months43.
Data shows that allocating a public transportation lane, even at the expense of
an existing lane, dramatically reduces ride time for public transport users. Thus,
it increases their number and reduces the number of private vehicles on the road,
reducing congestion and increasing average speed.
c) Public Transport and HOV Lanes in City Roads
Differently from intercity lanes, the decision on allocating HOV lanes with cities and
the responsibility for creating them rests solely with the hands of municipalities. In
2011 the government decided to create the National Authority for Public
Transportation and metropolitan authorities for public transportation. The
authority was only set up in 2014 and no metropolitan public transportation
authority has been established yet. The above mentioned Mahir Ba'ir program that
was launched in 2016 has yielded very few HOV lanes as of January 2019. The
Ministry of Transport has announced it would boost the program's
implementation, but some cities, such a Kfar Saba and Kiryat Ono have said that
they are ready to allocate HOV/public transportation lanes, and it is the Ministry's
lack of support that is holding back the implementation44.
The city that had created the most public transportation/HOV lanes is Ahdod which
has allocated 10.5 km of them and is planning 10 additional km. It also plans to
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build 2 public transportation terminals that allow for additional bus lines to be
added, as well as 40 smart bus stations that can receive and transmit real time info.
This change was entirely promoted by the Ashdod municipality and places it at the
top of the 18 city list compiled by the public transportation advocacy NGO "15
minutes" that ranked Israeli municipalities according to their commitment to
promote public transportation45. It exemplifies the abilities of a city to promote
public transport if it chooses to do so.
Most cities in Israel however, have yet to allocate public transportation lanes, even
though they have the authority to do so, and the need for it is clear, thus, hurting
the viability of public transport in their territory. In this situation the Ministry of
Transport has the authority to declare certain roads as "vital", and limit certain
vehicular transportation on them in order to reduce air pollution. However, it has
yet to use this authority and has never ordered a city to turn a lane into an HOV
lane46.
d) The principles of public transportation lane allocation and its prioritization in
infrastructure planning
1) A government decision ordering that every busy street with two lanes or
more, within cities or in between them, should have at least one public
transport lane, should be passed.
2)

HOV lanes should be allocated on highways, even at the expense of
private vehicle lanes. The goal is reducing congestion through increasing
the number of passengers on public transportation and reducing the
number of private vehicles on the road.

3) Technologies that prioritizes public transportation should be installed
immediately as was done for the Jerusalem light rail and the Haifa BRT.
Connecting the traffic light system and busses would also form a solid base
for the proliferation of Vehicle to Infrastructure use in Israel.
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3. Extending the incentive for increasing the number of passengers among public
transportation operators and providing them with flexibility to plan bus
routes.
a) Background
The Ministry of Transport is the only authority that determines the routes of public
bus lines in Israel, which operate through private companies. The lines are divided
into clusters and the company operating each cluster is selected through a public
tender. The ministry is the one dictating to the operators the lines, their frequency
and the hours of operation47.
For the various operators to be in business, the operation must be profitable on
the one hand but also economical as a public service. For this purpose, an incentive
mechanism by the state is applied on the public transportation operators in the
form of subsidies given as reimbursements of the cost of operation per kilometer
and the number of passengers. In 2017, the subsidy budget was 6.5 billion NIS
($1.75 billion). Of this amount, 3.8 billion were allocated to buses, 1.6 billion to
trains and the rest to support discounts to various population groups, such as
students and elderly people, and to finance special travel arrangements, such as
monthly passes and travel for military personnel48.
In 2000, the Transport Ministry launched a public transportation reform whose
goals were improving service, reducing costs and traffic congestion. It also opened
public transportation to competition. Until 2001, 95% of public transport in Israel
was operated by two companies – Egged and Dan. Since then, 10 new operators
have started operations in 30 different clusters49. A review of the reform that
examined the years 2003 – 2015 revealed that it indeed led to a savings of 37% 50% in the costs of operating and in the subsidies. It also showed significant
changes in the extent, quality and level of service and a decrease of 15%-20% in
fares.
In 2011, the budgeting model of the public transportation operators changed to a
model of cost per km, plus a share of profits paid to the state. This means that the
state compensates the operator according to the cost of operation per km,
estimated at 10-12 NIS for a new operator and around 14 NIS for the veteran
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operators, who are bound to labor agreements and long term subsidies. Operators
are also entitled to an additional subsidy of about 0.5 NIS per passenger up to a
certain number of passengers indicated in the tender which they won. Once this
number is surpassed, the subsidy rises according to a scale set in the tender, which
might reach 1.5 NIS per passenger.
For example, in the Dan Darom cluster in Be'ersheva, the operator will receive a
0.45 NIS subsidy for every passenger up to the 22 million passengers per year.
Above this number and up to 24 million passengers, the company will receive 1
NIS for each passenger and above 24 million it will receive 1.5 NIS per paying
passenger (not including discounted passengers, such as military personnel)50.
Conversely, in the Petah-Tikvah-Rosh-Ha’ayin cluster, up to the 20 million
passengers the company will receive 0.4 NIS for each passenger, and above this
threshold only 0.6 NIS. The new tenders include a subsidy of 2 NIS per passenger
on average51.
Additionally, companies bidding for the tender propose profit shares to be paid to
the State out of their expected future profits from operating the clusters they are
bidding on. Thus, they raise their chances to win by also giving away part of their
future revenue. The operators also compensate the State at an average of 0.6 NIS
per passenger if there is a gap between the actual number of passengers and the
minimal number of passengers stipulated in their operation agreement52.
Accordingly, between 2013 and 2016 the state received from the public
transportation operating companies 2 billion NIS ($540 million)53. This mechanism
creates a situation where the operators suffer heavy loses and the existing subsidy,
while meant to encourage picking up more passengers, does not allow them to
ameliorate the service and focus it on the passengers. Therefore, there is an
urgent need to change the subsidy mechanism to the public transportation
operators with regard to passenger number increase.
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The rate of government subsidy out of public transportation costs:

Source: Ministry of Transport and the National Authority for Public Transportation, a Plan for
Competition in the Bus Sector, 2018

b) Forms of public transportation subsidies
To review the needed change in the subsidy mechanism, we will first examine the
kinds of subsidies which currently exist that represent the division of the economic
risk between the State and the operators according to two main risk factors:
Manufacturing risk linked to the level of production expenses of a stable output
regardless of the number of passengers, when output is defined as the frequency
of operation, for example, the number of buses per hour.
Revenue risk linked to the level of the revenue received from selling public
transport services. According to these risks, there are two kinds of subsidies in the
contract between the State and the public transport operator. One is the "net cost
contract", in which the operator takes upon itself the manufacturing risk, the
revenue risk and the cost of providing the services.
From the State’s point of view, this contract is advantageous because it involves a
low risk level. Also, because the operator’s revenue is dependent on the number
of passengers, these contracts create, under certain conditions, operator
motivation to respond to market needs and supply a high level of service. All the
tenders published between 2000 and 2010, were of this type.
However, a study that examined the efficacy of tenders in Israel during those years
found that these types of contracts did not actually provide such motivation
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because the payment of a subsidy as a lump sum not linked to the level of service
or the number of passengers, only increases the overall profit of the operator and
does not reduce its motivation to lower the level of service.
Research conducted in Sweden showed that "net cost" tenders that combine per
passenger subsidy may in certain combinations of tariffs and frequencies increase
the number of passengers. However, setting an incentive level that is too low will
not drive the operator to increase the number of passengers as indeed happened
in Israel54.
Thus, it was recommended between 2011 and 2013 that all new contracts will be
diverted to a “total cost contract”. In these contracts, the operator takes upon
itself the production risk while the State carries the revenue risk. From the
regulator’s point of view these contracts are advantageous because the cost of
supplying services through them is lower and the level of control and the
availability of information they provide are higher. These contracts allow for an
integration between various operators without the need for elaborate accounting
mechanisms with them. However, their drawback is the high risk level to the State
due to the revenue risk. Due to the fact that in “total cost contracts" the operator
revenue is not dependent on the number of passengers, service operators may be
insensitive to market needs and provide a low level of service.
From the operator’s point of view, these contracts are advantageous because of
the low risk level they impose upon them and the high level of control over
operating costs it provides them, with this being the main factor that determines
profits. The disadvantages for them are the high level of competition they create
because of the high number of operators drawn to the low risk level, the low level
of control it gives them vis a vis the transportation authority and the low
motivation to create business ventures. To overcome the operator’s inherent lack
of motivation problem, these tenders include incentives to increase the number
of passengers in the cluster, which may reach 10% of the total operator revenue.
This incentive mechanism, if used at the right amount, might motivate the
operators to increase the number of passengers55.
In the final account, the operator carries the cost of operation according to service
frequency, hours of operation and bus line routes as dictated by the tender it won
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from the Ministry of Transport, without being accountable for the number of
passengers or the level of service they receive. Currently, average occupancy on
buses is 30 passengers, and in rural areas even less. During off peak daytime hours,
many buses drive empty, but the compensation to the bus operating companies is
maintained, based on operation costs of about 10 NIS per km.
Under these conditions, when the subsidy is given regardless of the number of
passengers while the fares have decreased dramatically in recent years, the
operator has no interest in increasing the number of passengers, since it will not
increase their revenues significantly. This mechanism, enacted in 2011, has failed,
and since then the level of service has decreased as has the profitability of the
entire sector. We propose switching to a mechanism that provides total costs and
per passenger subsidies. This move has been recently adopted by the Ministries of
Transport and Finance and per-passenger subsidization has begun to be
implemented in new public transportation operating tenders.
To create an interest in improving service and increasing the number of
passengers, public transportation operators must be allowed to plan 25% of the
service in each cluster. Also, we recommend building an incentive system that
would encourage them to increase passenger occupancy on buses. For this
purpose additional subsidies must be budgeted. Currently, public transportation
operators are not financially able to provide a high level of service and quick and
efficient rides, mainly due to road infrastructure that allows a quicker ride for
private vehicles. Hence, bus frequency during rush hour needs to increase, along
with and any other way that would increase the average of bus passenger
occupancy.
c) Principles of increasing the incentives to raising the number of passengers by
public transport operators and providing them with flexibility to plan bus routes:
1) The 2 NIS per passenger subsidizing mechanism should be implemented
immediately above 95% occupancy compared to the number of passengers in
the previous year and in all existing tenders. In new service lines we propose
setting a scaled subsidy rate of 2 – 10 NIS determined by occupancy, paid per
passenger. This move is expected to motivate public transportation operators
to actively increase the number of passengers.
2) In new tenders operators must be allowed to plan 25% of bus lines in each
cluster while the majority of the planning (75%) would still be planned by the
Ministry. This move will allow increased efficiency of the lines and flexibility for
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the operators to use the appropriate vehicle size. Today, the vehicle size is
determined by the Ministry of Transport, as are the routes and other
parameters. Operators will be incentivized to increase the number of
passengers and will be fined when the passenger number in the cluster
decreases.

4) Closing main roads in cities to private vehicles
a) Background
Closing of main roads in cities to private vehicles has environmental benefits –
reducing emissions and air pollution; economic benefits – reducing traffic
congestion and road accidents; and social benefits – urban planning that puts
pedestrians and cyclists at the center and improves the quality of life.
The most famous example of closing a major artery in a city center is closing a
section of Broadway in New York City, which also includes Times Square, and
turning it into a pedestrian walkway. Under a scheme of the New York Transit
Authority from 2009, four kilometers of Broadway were closed to private vehicle
traffic, sidewalks were enlarged, street furniture for pedestrians was installed and
bike lanes were added on the roads. Broadway is a street bustling with vehicles
and pedestrians and before the scheme, private vehicles crawled along it due to
heavy traffic congestion and pedestrians had to walk on the road because the
sidewalks were too narrow and unsuited to the number of pedestrians.
The changes on Broadway improved traffic flow, increased safety and created new
spaces for pedestrian and bicycle movement. Pedestrian volume on the street
grew by 11%, the number of cyclists grew by 16% during the week and by 33% on
weekends. The area changed from a place where people want to find parking to a
place where people want to be. People even prefer sitting in the designated areas
on the street than sitting in the park. The number of casualties among drivers and
passengers dropped by 63% and the number of pedestrian casualties dropped by
35%. Travel time and speed of travel in most directions also improved by a few
percent. In a satisfaction survey, 74% of respondents like Broadway’s new
configuration and 20% of business owners thought it had improved business in the
city, while no one thought had negative effects56.
An older example is the closing off to private vehicles of the center of Pontevedra,
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a city of 80,000 in northwestern Spain. In the 1990s, 52,000 vehicles drove through
the city streets each day. In 1999, Miguel Lorres was elected mayor and proceeded
to close the city center to cars and “reversed” the pyramid so that pedestrians
received top priority followed by bicycles and public transportation and only then
private vehicles.
According to city data, the number of cars in the historic center dropped by 97%
since 1999. Car movement in the areas around the center dropped by 77% and by
53% in the city as a whole. The change brought with it additional benefits: since
2011 there has not been one fatal casualty in road accidents, the air quality has
improved, children began playing in the streets and adults were able to move
around more easily. Most of the vehicles that do travel through the city are
commercial vehicles making deliveries, driving slowly and carefully. The secret to
this success is responding to a variety of aspects such as accessibility, safety and
pollution through a holistic plan57.
In recent years, more cities have implemented similar moves. Oslo city center is
going car-less by cancelling parking spaces and extending the bike lane system by
65 km58. Paris declared back in 2014 that by 2020 pedestrian areas would be
enlarged at the expense of private vehicles59.
b) Principles of closing off central city arteries to vehicular traffic
Municipalities should be incentivized to close off significant activity centers to
private vehicle traffic and instead grant preference to pedestrians, bicyclists and
public transportation. This move should be carried out through publicity and
advocacy campaigns and through government support of municipalities of over
50,000 residents that would encourage them to implement this move.
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Step 4: Encouraging the use of two-wheelers
(bicycles and kick scooters)
1) Background
In Israel like in many places in the world, the use of two wheel electric vehicles,
bicycles and kick scooters is increasing rapidly. It is estimated that over 200,000 of
them move through the city streets. In London, the overall number of bicycle rides
has doubled since 2014 when the electric bike trend began. In Paris, 6 companies
for shared electric bicycles/kick scooters are currently operating and in the U.S.
competition for the hearts and pockets of riders increases daily. A common
forecast is that in 2023 no less than 40 million two-wheeled vehicles will be sold
worldwide compared to 35 million today. In Israel where 60% of employees live
within riding distance of their workplace and traffic congestion gets worse every
day, this is an ideal solution.
Drivers who are of age to obtain a driver’s license who choose to ride electric twowheelers create benefits for the national economy by choosing to give up driving
to work in their private vehicle. Not only do they save time in traffic and their
productivity rises, but also, every ride replaces a vehicle which would have added
to traffic congestion and air pollution. With congestion rising from year to year,
tens of thousands of private vehicle rides saved each day are extremely beneficial
and the state should adopt a proactive approach towards increasing the use of
two-wheel vehicles.
Along with these benefits, regulators must define clearly the terms of usage of
two-wheeled vehicles and enforce them effectively. The ever-growing use of them
has created a situation where the rules are not clear and pedestrians, bikers and
four-wheelers are mixed with one another and existing rules are not enforced.
The main risk factor for accidents involving electric two-wheeled vehicles is the
current chaos between them, cars and pedestrians. Even when riders ride at the
permitted speed and follow all safety rules, the risk of an accident is high as long
as there isn’t a separate lane for them, for cars and for pedestrians. The increasing
use of these vehicles demands adapting infrastructure in the quickest and most
efficient way to prevent real dangers. A plan to pave hundreds of kilometers of
bike paths does exist but it is being implemented very slowly and so it is not
catching up with the urgent need to regulate this issue.
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Bicycles and kick scooters are means to replace private vehicles and not walking
so diverting road lanes to bike lanes is preferable to diverting sidewalks.
Municipalities should quickly pave hundreds of kilometers of two-wheel lanes.
2) Principles of the move to promote the use of two-wheel vehicles (bicycles and
kick scooters)
a) Accelerated allocation of two-wheeler lanes: This should be done
immediately, whether through expropriation of a lane currently used by
private vehicles, where possible, marking a path on an existing sidewalk where
it is wide enough, or through paving a designated two-wheeler lane. Ideally, all
three options should be used. Municipalities should be incentivized to create
these lanes through a budget that would cover more than lane creation costs.
b) Enforcement: Effective enforcement will lead to the removable of lawbreaking riders from the roads and the paths and create a better environment
for other riders, pedestrians and car drivers. Existing legislation on this matter
is reasonable but it is often not enforced, leading to chaos and turning a blind
eye in the case of minors riding, carrying an additional rider and modifying the
vehicles to make them faster. Current enforcement tools should be
significantly enhanced and new enforcement tools should be created, such as
the existing "Guardians of the Road" program for electric bicycles and the use
of new technologies, such as placing cameras and analyzing accident data.
c) Avoiding setting up a bureaucratic system of licensing and requiring license
plates: Setting up such a system is meant to enable reaching the hitting rider
in the case of an accident but it is not expected to reduce the number of
accidents. It is not recommended to set up an elaborate bureaucratic system
of licensing every two-wheel vehicle since this will dramatically reduce the
desire of the public to purchase such vehicles and thus would hurt the public
interest of reducing road congestion and pollution levels.
It is an expensive proposition which would lead to an increased bureaucratic
burden and drive potential cyclists back to using their private vehicles.
Moreover, if the two-wheeler data would be managed on the municipal level,
an expensive and elaborate network to share information between
municipalities would be needed. Many riders travel between different cities
since these vehicles serve both the ‘first mile and the last mile’ solutions and
not only for urban travel. Thus their contribution to reducing road congestion
is significant.
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d) Wearing a helmet: On the one hand wearing a helmet dramatically reduces
the risk of a head injury in the case of an accident. On the other hand, world
experience shows that in countries where wearing a helmet is not mandatory,
such as in the Netherlands, the number of bicycle accidents is actually lower.
In most Western countries, there is no mandatory requirement for adults to
wear a helmet. Thus, we propose examining this issue thoroughly and
broadening existing regulation only if there is enough evidence that this would
increase rider safety. Requiring wearing a helmet is an important step but it
should be done after consulting with experts in the field from Israel and the
world.
e) Incentivizing municipalities to set up public charging stations for electric
bicycles and kick scooters: Shared two-wheeler services are gaining
momentum and are offering an efficient green alternative to private vehicle
use for short distances. These vehicles require charging to allow continuous
use. For this purpose, we propose incentivizing municipalities deploying
charging stations in central locations. The cost of this move is estimated at 20
million NIS.
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Step 5: Promoting Electric Transportation in Israel
1) Background:
While Israel is still recovering from the national trauma of the failure of the electric
vehicle venture Better Place, the world auto market is quickly advancing towards
the electric vehicle revolution, powered a combination of economic and regulatory
motives. In the past five years, battery prices have dropped by 60% while its driving
range has doubled. Estimates are that within five years, the purchase price of an
electric vehicle will be identical to that of a gasoline powered vehicle, without
taking into account tax benefits to green vehicles.
Israel, as a small, isolated densely populated country blessed with large reserves
of natural gas for electricity production, with relatively inexpensive electricity
rates and high gasoline prices has a clear advantage for using electric vehicles
compared to other developed countries. Despite this, Israel is falling behind
compared to Western countries in electric vehicle usage. Norway, where 35% of
vehicle sold in 2017 were electric or hybrid, shows that there is no inherent
technological or consumer barrier for electrical vehicle purchase and that through
supportive government policy significant penetration rates can be achieved today.
According to a study carried out by BDO Consulting, the total contribution to the
national economy by 2035 from switching to electric vehicles will be 12 -28 billion
NIS60.

Millions of NIS

The benefit to the national economy from switching to private electric vehicles:

GDP Growth

60

Environmental
contribution

BDO, the electric car revolution 2018-2030, 2018
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Fuel costs savings

The infrastructure of electric charging is currently available mostly in the private
sphere and nearly non-existent in the public one.
Israel has 2.85 million private cars. Every year about 270,000 new cars are
purchased and about 160,000 are disposed of. The number of electric vehicles
purchased in Israel is negligible. In 2017 only about 0.05% were electric vehicles
and about 0.5% were plug-in vehicles. In the first quarter of 2018, this rate
continued but there was a slight increase to 1.4% plug-in vehicles sold. Non-plugin hybrid vehicles have a better penetration rate and they account for 10% of all
purchases in the first quarter of 2018 and accounts for 3% of all the vehicles in
Israel. The array of models and brands of hybrid vehicles is increasing but the
selection of electric vehicles is still very limited. Today, a tax break worth 1,000
NISs on the deductible amount for car use for tax purposes is in effect. This
translates to only about 100 – 150 NISs a month for the employee as the following
chart demonstrates.
Tax
rate

Model

Car price

Taxable
value %

Taxable
value

32%

Zoe Intense
Hyundai i25
Zoe Intense
Hyundai i25

144,000
116,000
144,000
116,000

2.48%
2.48%
2.48%
2.48%

3,571
2,877
3,571
2,877

47%

Updated
taxable value
(after
discount)
2,581
2,877
2,581
2,877

Original
tax

Tax

difference
in tax

1,143
921
1,678
1,352

826
921
1,213
1,352

95
139

Recently, the Ministry of Energy declared that starting in 2030 the import of
gasoline or diesel-powered vehicles will not be allowed in Israel. This is an
important and substantial step in the effort to reduce air pollution, but this plan
must include several other components currently missing.
Electric transportation includes not only private vehicles but also buses, whose
conversion to electric power will have a significant effect on the level of pollution
and noise level in the cities. In recent years, electric bus use is growing around the
world. Despite the limited travel range of electric vehicles that may discourage
people from using them, the range of a city bus is limited and pre-determined
according to its route and its work load so charging times can be planned
accordingly. Additionally, bus fleets park at the end of the day in designated lots
so it is relatively easy to solve the issue of charging infrastructure61.
For example, in the U.S., the Public Transport Authority in the Antelope Valley,
serving 45,000 people in the Los Angeles area seeks to become the first such
company with an entirely electric bus fleet. At the end of 2018 it stopped using
61
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diesel-powered buses and replaced them with 80 electric buses. It received federal
funding for this purpose as well as $46 million from the State of California62. San
Francisco announced in May that they will begin purchasing only electric buses in
2025 and will have a totally electric fleet by 2035.
In Israel, electric buses were first used in 2017. This was possible thanks to a 23
million NIS grant from the Ministry of Environmental Protection that allowed for
the purchase of 62 electric buses, including 25 Egged buses in the Haifa area and
21 Dan buses in Tel Aviv63. The move has not been completed because of a delay
of the arrival of the buses in Israel and incomplete charging infrastructure.
Electric trucks is sector still in development. Tessla is expected to launch electric
trucks in 2019, Mercedes has ten of them in pilot stage until 2020 and BYD offers
such trucks, as well. McKinsey Consulting predicts that light and medium weight
electric commercial vehicles, such as pick-up trucks and various kinds of light
trucks could reach 8 – 34% of the market by 2030.
This large range depends on market conditions: market needs and maintenance
costs versus diesel engines. Maintenance costs of electric vehicles are lower but
the purchase price is much higher. For example, a BYD waste collection truck
currently costs $300,000. City air pollution prevention regulation might accelerate
or slow down with the adoption of electric commercial vehicles. The McKinsey
Report found two factors limiting the electric vehicle market – a limited selection
of models and fast charging technology that is not fully developed.
2) Principles of the Move to Encourage the Penetration of Electric Vehicles:
a) Promoting electric buses and electric trucks
1. Buses and mini buses – incorporating mandatory integration of electric
buses into public transportation operating tenders at an increasing rate up
to 100% in 2030
2. Waste collection trucks – supporting the penetration of electric waste
collection trucks in municipalities
3. Other trucks – supporting pilots through incentives for the import of
electric trucks
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4. Shared taxi vans – requiring that at least 50% of the fleet in shared taxi van
tenders be electric
b) Setting Targets for the Short and Medium Term
1. Short term target – 2022 – 25% of new vehicles in Israel will be fully electric
2. Medium target – 2025 – 30% - 50% of vehicles on the roads will be fully
electric
3. Long term target – 2030 – 100% of vehicles will not be gasoline powered
c) Locking in the Purchase Tax Benefit (10% and 20% purchase tax) and the
Deduction Rate Benefit for Fully Electric and Hybrid Plug-in Vehicles until
31.12.2022.
1. A gradual increase until full taxation
2. Leaving the benefits for hybrid and plug-in vehicles as temporary
3. Soft incentives: reduced toll roads fare and lower city parking rates (under
the authority of the municipality)
d) Increasing the differentiability of the taxable value of electric cars provided
by the employer. The difference in the taxable value of electric cars should be
raised to about 2,000 NIS so that employees would receive an additional 500
– 750 NIS a month. This hike can drive to choose electric vehicles as the vehicle
provided to them by the employer.
e) Government and the Public Sector as Leaders:
1. Allow the choice of an electric vehicle to those entitled to an employer
entitled vehicle
2. Declare the purchase of 200 electric vehicles for the government fleet each
year
3. Declare the purchase of 200 electric vehicles for the Ministry of Defense
fleet each year, requiring ministers and general directors of ministries to
use electric or hybrid plug-in.
4. Confirming the recommendations following government decision 2592
5. Requiring the public sector-statutory authorities, government
corporations and local governments to enact similar policies
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f) Charging Infrastructure
1. Promote a move in cooperation with the Israel Electric Company to
regulate the installation of designated electricity meters in a short period
and through a simple transparent procedure
2. Promote the option of a subdivision of electricity consumption in public
areas and charging proportionately based on specific consumption
3. Increasing awareness for existing solutions
4. Promoting a mechanism that will not allow building residents’ boards to
resist or to create unreasonable obstacles for installing charging stations in
private parking
5. Accelerate the confirmation of the proposed revision and its publication to
various stake holders and the general public
g) Marketing and Information Campaigns Among Vehicle Importers, Fleet
Managers and the General Public – meant to encourage the penetration of
electric vehicles to Israel while presenting its environmental, economic and
societal benefits
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Step 6: Incentivizing Municipalities to Integrate Smart
Transportation and Congestion Reduction
1) Background
Municipalities in Israel currently hold many transportation related authorities,
such as the allocation of HOV lanes, cancelling parking spots, installing smart traffic
lights which give priority to pedestrians and cooperating with shared vehicle
companies. The enlistment of municipalities to improving transport in Israel and
incorporating smart mobility is critical. The residents of municipalities which will
seriously promote this issue will enjoy a higher quality of life and better
accessibility. To get municipalities on board it is not enough to cover the costs of
diverting lanes into HOV or two-wheeler lanes, but rather more aggressive
incentives are needed.
A meaningful and successful example of a city that implemented a holistic plan for
reducing traffic congestion is Seattle. It is a 4 million people metropolitan area
which used to suffer from intolerable traffic congestion. In 2006, it launched a
program that included cooperative initiatives with major employers, incentives for
residents who would give up their vehicle, reduced the economic benefit of using
private vehicles and a massive investment in expanding public transportation for
which large public support enlisted.
Following the mass shift to public transportation, the number of cars in the city
shrunk by 4500 since 2010 and the number of daily rides in public transport rose
by 41,000. Seattle also encourages its residents to carpool. To this end, it
supported the RideShare platform that includes creative city specific solutions.
Among them, for example, is VanShare which connects public transportation
stations, such as train, bus and ferry, and allows travelers to share city operated
van rides. Seattle also installed a smart traffic light system equipped with sensors
that identify the number and kind of vehicles in each lane and managed traffic
signals according to traffic flow64.
Another example is Toronto. It declared a comprehensive plan for reducing traffic
congestion for 2016 – 2020. Its vision is “maximize safety, efficiency, reliability and
sustainability of the transportation network through innovation and technology
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for all its users while reducing its environmental impact.” The program gives
special attention to the needs of all residents – pedestrians, bicycle riders, public
transportation users, drivers, emergency services and commercial deliveries. The
various projects in the program are categorized under nine strategic aspects:
smart transportation system, research and engineering, responses to various
scenarios, curbside management, coordinating construction and infrastructure
work, supporting all kinds of transportation, including public, pedestrian and twowheeled, continuous maintenance and transportation operating centers65.
In California, legislation passed back in 1990 called the ‘Congestion Management
Program’ (CMP). The program implemented proposition 111 for financing
statewide transportation which required local municipalities to implement
congestion relief measures to offset the implications of regional transportation
systems development. Its goal was to transfer decisions regarding land use,
transportation and air quality to the local and regional level. It demanded that
every county appointed a congestion management authority and stipulated that
counties that would not meet their requirements would lose their share of the
gasoline tax66. Thus, in many counties in California, such as Santa Barbara67, San
Mateo68 and San Joaquin69 congestion management programs are issued annually.
In Israel, Ashdod was selected in 2013 as a model city for sustainable
transportation and it launched an extensive program called "Reway: smart roads
for future mobility". It includes integrating smart sensors on the city’s roads;
advanced cyber optics infrastructure; smart cameras on new buses; digital bus
stations and a command and control center that would merge with the emergency
command center in Ashdod.
The program includes several projects:
•
•

•

Rebus for public transportation: a network of public transportation lanes
for smart buses; using BRT, a quick bus system and new stations
Rebike for bicycle riders: a network of 23 kilometers of bicycle lanes that
will connect to various neighborhoods of Ashdod to the city’s centers and
employment hubs; operating shared bike services
Rewalk for pedestrians: creating a 13 kilometer network of walking paths
and planting 1,000 along them. In 2017, Microsoft, Mobileye, M.I.T. and
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the municipality of Ashdod announced the establishment of a hub to
develop technologies in the transportation field so that Ashdod would
become a research and development center for future transportation.
These are just a few examples of municipalities that have decided to adopt proactive policy to change their transportation conditions. Such change improves the
city’s environment and positively affects its quality of life and economic activity.
2) Principals of the Move to Incentivize Municipalities to Integrate Smart
Transportation and Congestion Reduction
a) Issuing a call for municipalities to sign up for a share of a hundred million NIS
annual grant for this purpose. The grant will offer municipalities the ability to
develop a plan for reducing traffic congestion and incorporating smart
mobility.
b) The program can include public transportation lane allocation; bicycle paths;
shuttles to employment centers; closing off city centers to private vehicles;
cancelling curbside parking in favor of HOV lanes; joint ventures with
companies, such as shared vehicles, technology companies, etc.
c) Municipalities of lower socio-economic ranking will receive priority in the grant
distribution.
d) The grants will be open to municipalities with more than X residents.
e) Preference will be given to programs where HOVs and two-wheeler lanes are
a substantial component. Grant money will be distributed over three years
according to the rate of project advancement and their implementation.
f) The grant amount given to each municipality will be higher than its project cost
so that implementing the program will be profitable for the municipality.
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Step 7: Regulatory Infrastructure for Promoting Technology
1) Background
Vehicles with partial autonomous capabilities are already being sold and are on
the roads. Vehicles with advanced autonomous capabilities are currently in road
test stages, but they still require driver supervision and can only deal with limited
scenarios. Most car manufacturers project that by the early 2020s vehicles that
will drive autonomously in 90 - 95% scenarios will be available. To enable mass
marketing of autonomous vehicles, suitable regulatory environments must be
developed. Today, several countries have created supportive regulation for the
experimental stages, most notably California, but there is still no legal framework
for commercial activity of autonomous vehicles. Legislators, including Israeli ones,
will have to set out guidelines for aspects including safety, manufacturing
standards, licensing, insurance, traffic laws, etc70.
2) Promoting Autonomous Vehicle Regulation
a) Background
The automation of vehicles began back in 1958 with the advent of cruise control71.
It continued to develop with the anti-brake lock system in the 70s and a stability
control system in the 90s. Since then, autonomous innovations seeking to reach
full automation, where a driver will no longer be needed, have continued. Today,
about 30 companies around the world are developing autonomous vehicles,
including Tessla, GM, Mobileye, Toyota, Microsoft, Apple and Google. Some
estimates claim that by 2035 there will be about 50 million autonomous vehicles
on the road around the world72.
The vehicle autonomy is not necessarily absolute. The organization of automotive
engineers, SAE73, defines six levels of autonomous driving.
Level 0 is without automation control and with total human control
Level 1 includes specific support abilities to the driver, such as a warning when
deviating from the lane.
On Level 2 are partially automated vehicles that can operate two systems
together, for example steering and braking. At this level, the driver must still be in
control of the vehicle.
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Level 3 is conditioned automation. Here, the driving functions are totally
automatic but it is expected for the driver to respond and intervene according to
system warnings.
On Level 4, the driver can safely engage in other activities during the ride but a
human driver is still required in case there is a need to take over the car.
Level 5 is total autonomy in which the vehicle can drive on its own without a
human driver and also knows how to fix malfunctions.
The state’s main regulatory role regarding autonomous vehicles is managing risks,
safety and responsibility issues. The proliferation of autonomous vehicles requires
a change in vehicle regulation as there are many lacunas and question marks that
will need to be addressed through existing regulatory bodies.
In the U.S., transportation regulatory policy is divided into two levels – the federal
level - the Transportation Department and the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration (NHTSA), and the state level. In 2016, the federal government
announced its intention to invest $4 billion in R & D for autonomous vehicles and
for building suitable infrastructure as part of a ten year program. In addition to the
monetary investment, the government committed to accelerating the creation of
regulatory guidelines for autonomous vehicle manufacturers and to removing
regulatory blocks that prevent their development. Since 2016, the Department of
Transportation and the NHTSA publish a document with regulatory guidelines
annually. The guidelines are not law so they are not yet binding for auto makers
and independent driving system developers. They are voluntary guidelines since
the field is still developing.
On the state level, there is regulation as far as licensing, registration, enforcement
of traffic laws, insurance and responsibility. In California, the Department of Motor
Vehicles passed bylaws regarding responsibility in the case of an accident or a fault
in autonomous vehicles. In June 2018, California allowed autonomous driving
companies to carry passengers in the State. Arizona and Texas are also experiment
labs for autonomous vehicles. In 2017, the German government published an
ethical code in the field of autonomous vehicles and they are the first country to
do so. This followed the approval of legislation that permitted the driving of
autonomous vehicles on German roads as long as there is a driver who can take
over the vehicle if necessary.
In Israel, in 2017, the Ministry of Transport published a procedure for the approval
of experiments in vehicles for research and development of automated
technological systems. The GM development center in Israel carries out
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experiments on public roads in prototypes of Cadillacs with high level autonomous
driving systems. Additionally, in October, 2018, Intel announced that it would
launch in Tel Aviv a driver-less shuttle service pilot in cooperation with Volkswagen
and its Israeli importer Champion Motors. Today, according to the agencies,
Mobileye has six test autonomous vehicles in Jerusalem with a goal of expanding
the fleet to 35.
b) Principles of Promoting Autonomous Vehicle Regulation
1. An extensive review of world regulation, specifically in the U.S. and Europe, in
preparation for the autonomous vehicle
2. Extensive review of the existing regulation in Israel which is blocking the
penetration of autonomous vehicles
3. Joining with stakeholders who are advancing pro-autonomous vehicle
regulation in the world and applying the needed regulation changes in Israel
4. Creating partnerships with international corporations that are developing
autonomous vehicles and incentivizing them to carry out pilots in Israel
3) Creating the World’s Biggest Transportation Information Center
a) Background
The transportation revolution leans heavily on data. Smart transportation systems,
like the information services for public transport, monitoring and managing speed
limits, smart parking, smart traffic lights, etc., are based on collecting data that is
processed and analyzed and turned into concrete conclusions and the basis for
decision making. Without extensive and comprehensive information,
transportation infrastructure cannot be planned and transportation as a whole
cannot be managed74. Using data enables a wide array of applications both for
transportation planning and for the transportation industry.
So, for example, collecting and analyzing city traffic data reflects road usage
patterns and vehicle movement over time. Once these patterns become clear,
cities can make strategic decisions on how to efficiently combine and coordinate
resources, such as traffic lights, parking and public transportation stops to reduce
congestion and raise the level of safety and efficiency of city transport.
75Also, extensive collection of data will allow integration of machine learning based
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sources together with new technologies can advise regarding what, when and how
to implement regulation on the local and the national level76. Using and expanding
existing data, along with building smart infrastructure for new traffic data will help
cities and countries form the basis for a future of autonomous inter-connected
vehicles.
Autonomous vehicle technology continues to develop and these vehicles will use
sensors to directly communicate with each other. They will also communicate with
city infrastructure to optimize traffic flow, pay a toll or find parking. A smart
network of vehicles connected to ‘everything’ (V2X) and supplying data will
eventually lead to a more efficient city.
The model proposed by Future Mobility IL includes a tender for the selection of a
company that will gather information from vehicles through data providers. These
providers would not necessarily work exclusively in this field but they would be
creating this data through their activity. Implementing this step would make Israel
one of the most attractive places for the operation of companies in transportation
and related fields. Based on this information, new companies could emerge or it
might drive international companies to operate in Israel. It would also help
government, national and local, to better manage and plan traffic.
b) Principles of the Move to Create Traffic Data and Disseminate it freely
1. The government will pay a company that will acquire the information from
information providing companies, process it while standardizing it and make it
accessible for free through open code for various uses. The information will be
anonymous so that privacy will not be compromised.
2. The available information will be both raw (but anonymous) and processed for
research and the drawing of conclusions.
3. The project will include at least a million vehicles in Israel.
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Step 8: Work Conditions Flexibility
1) Background
Road congestion, especially during the rush hours at the beginning and end of the
work day, is a major problem facing big cities in the world. Workplaces that offer
flexibility in working hours reflect a new developing approach: managing
congestion through voluntary behavioral change. Flexible workplaces combine the
various options of work hour flexibility to reach a more holistic approach and
achieve transportation benefits, such as spreading out rush hours and
organizational benefits, such as raising employee productivity and satisfaction77.
In 2009, Brisbane in Australia launched the ‘flexible workplace pilot’ whose results
showed the advantages of this holistic approach and its effect on driver behavior
and rush hour congestion. The pilot was a month long and included 20 private and
public organizations which employ 900 workers in Brisbane’s business center.
Participants were offered three options for work flexibility: work hour flexibility, a
condensed work week or working from home. During the pilot, morning rush hour
travel (7 – 9 a.m.) was reduced by 34% and evening rush hour travel (4 – 6 p.m.)
was reduced by 32% among participants. Thus, an estimated 6,100 private vehicle
kilometers were avoided78. 92% of participants said they would like to continue
the flexible work arrangement; an increase of 68% was reported in employee
productivity and an 80% increase in work-life balance.
A study by the Center for Economics and Business Research in the UK and CITRIX
found that an increase in flexible work conditions can save employees in Britain
7.1 billion pounds a year and more than half a billion hours due to travel costs and
travel time, as well as increase UK GDP by 0.7%. It also found that flexible work
conditions might increase the work force by bringing back people into it many who
are unemployed because their life circumstances that force them to remain at
home79.
In the U.S., the Department of Transport launched the ‘city partnership
agreement’, a plan meant to reduce road congestion. Metropolitan areas
submitted requests for the funding of aggressive congestion management, with
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one of the steps being working from home, the step which requires the least
infrastructure investment. The Telework Enhancement Act from 2010 guides
federal authorities to develop flexible work patterns, wherever possible. In
Minnesota, for example, 48 employers and more than 4,000 employees
participated in such a program call "e-workplace" to promote flexible work
conditions and reduce travel during rush hours. The project provided support to
employees for building a telework plan, regulating work policy and evaluating the
results of the move for employers. Participants saved an average of 44 travel hours
a year, equal to a full work week, while reducing 7.46 million kilometers of travel80.
Countries such as Britain, Canada, New Zealand and Ireland have mechanisms
defined by law that set appropriate processes and clear criteria for regulating
flexible work conditions on the company level81. As part of these programs, an
employee submits a request to the employer for flexible work conditions. The
employer might approve or decline the request according to set parameters within
a defined timeframe and rejection of the request must have reasonable grounds
defined by law.
Flexible work arrangements are divided into three main groups: work hour
flexibility, work pattern flexibility and work place flexibility. Singapore offers an
incentive program for businesses to apply flexible work arrangements. A business
can receive up to 160,000 Singapore dollars ($120,000 U.S.) for allowing such
arrangements and additional funds might be available for applying other
employment principles the government program supports.
In Israel, the Work Hour Law does not include flexible work arrangements.
However, in July, 2017, a law was proposed for flexible work arrangements but it
has yet to be discussed in the ministerial legislation committee. In a survey among
employees conducted by the Israeli Institute for Democracy in June 2018 about
work condition flexibility, most respondents expected it to have a positive
influence on them in the work place, regarding all parameters examined: general
satisfaction, level of pay, the degree of absenteeism and sick days, productivity
and the company’s performance as a whole. All this, was in addition to the positive
impact such a move would have on road congestion82.
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Period of Reference and Work Hours:
The method of calculating the overall hours is defined in the "Work Hours and Rest
Law" that addresses several parameters: defining the number of work hours, the
period of reference and compensation for overtime. One of the main parameters
relevant to flexible work conditions is the period of reference, the time period on
which the total work hours is calculated for overtime purposes. The period of
reference in Israel today is daily, and employers are required to pay overtime after
more than 8.4 hours of a work day in a five-day work week, regardless of the
number of days and hours the employee worked during the rest of the week.
The law can set different times for this calculation – week, month, year or any
other period. In Israel, the period of reference is much shorter than in other
countries. For example, in the U.S. the period of reference is weekly, in Sweden monthly and Germany - semi-annual and in Poland - annual.
Changing the period of reference to be longer has the potential to hurt employee
rights and wellbeing, especially that of the weaker and more vulnerable
employees83. They could be hurt by converting overtime hours into ‘regular’ hours
because of flexibility, reducing the employee’s compensation for them. In light of
this, different reference periods can be determined according to various economic
sectors, depending on their potential benefit and their vulnerability to suffer due
to a reference period.
1. Principles of the Move for More Flexible Work Hours
a) Creating a mechanism for flexible work condition arrangements, by
adopting the proposed law ‘flexible work arrangements’
The proposed law suggests an arrangement that allows for flexibility in work
hours, location and the way the work is carried out, to be determined by the
employer. This includes flexibility regarding the time work begins and ends, the
way work hours are divided daily, weekly, monthly or annually, whether the
work is being done partially or wholly at the employee’s home, an extension
of the workplace or anywhere that is not the usual workplace. The proposed
mechanism includes a detailed procedure for applying for work hour flexibility
request by the employee, defining possible considerations for denying the
request by the employer, as well as an appeal procedure.
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A study conducted by the Israel Democracy Institute led by Prof. Yotam
Margalit suggested applying the law gradually instead of immediately and to
all sectors. Additionally, it proposes simplifying the bureaucratic procedure of
the flexible arrangement request. According to the law, if the employer
declines such a request the employees may submit an appeal which requires
the employer to meet with them within 14 days. The study suggests waiving
this requirement. It further proposes that the authority to discuss flexible work
arrangements should be given to a designated authority at the Ministry of
Labor and not to the regional labor court. We recommend adopting the
proposed law and integrating the changes proposed in the research.
b) Extending the period of reference for work and rest hours to a month, and
sectors to be determined by the Minister of Labor
c) A focused regional pilot and incentives to employers to adopt a flexible work
hour model
As part of the pilot, a central employment area, such as Ramat HaChayal, will
be selected and employers in the area will be enlisted to adopt the flexible
employment model. To assist them, support will be given to build a flexible
employment program and for working out the new policy with employees. An
incentive will also be given to compensate for the resources invested in the
pilot (including advertising, for example). The pilot will allow examining and
measuring the influence this move will have on road congestion in a certain
area, like the pilot conducted in Brisbane and Minnesota, in order to examine
its implementation in additional places.
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Decisions that need to be made for the implementation of this plan:
1) Shared transportation
a) Allowing charging passengers for rides
b) Compensating taxi license owners with a one-time 20,000 NIS compensation
c) Taxing rides in vehicles with a capacity of five passengers or less 2 NIS per ride
d) Converting every public transportation lane to an HOV lane for 3 passengers
or more
e) Operating shared rides to and from train stations
2) Road pricing and parking pricing
a) Enacting road pricing in Israel
b) Cancelling the annual vehicle licensing fee except for luxury vehicles
c) Reducing taxes on gasoline by 0.35 NIS a liter and determining that it would
change according to the State’s revenue from road pricing
d) Doubling curbside parking prices and making them minimum prices
e) Making employee public transportation expenses tax exempt, including shared
bikes, taxis, etc.
f) Taxing employee parking benefits
3) Promoting public transportation
a) Promoting a government decision that on every busy city and inter-city road
of two lanes or more, at least one lane will be allocated solely to public
transportation
b) Giving a subsidy of 2 NIS per passenger to public transportation operators
starting at 95% of the total rides performed in the previous year. New tenders
will offer a subsidy of 2 – 10 NIS per passenger according to a rising scale
c) Allowing public transportation operators to plan 25% of service routes in each
cluster
d) Incorporating technologies which give preference to pedestrians and public
transportation, such as smart traffic lights
e) Closing off city centers to private vehicles through incentivizing municipalities

4) Encouraging the Use of Bicycles and Kick-scooters
a) Accelerated creation of designated lanes for two-wheeled vehicles
b) Increased enforcement of traffic laws
c) Incentivizing municipalities to set up charging stations for shared electric
bicycles and kick scooters in cities
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5) Promoting Electric Transportation
a) Subsidizing the purchase of electric buses, commercial vehicles and waste
collection trucks and encouraging pilots for electric trucks
b) Promoting market penetration of electric transportation, including private
vehicles, taxis, buses and trucks
c) Setting targets of electric vehicle sales: 25% in 2022, 50% in 2025, along with
the target already set of 100% in 2030
d) Providing certainty on electric vehicle taxation: locking in the purchase tax
benefits (10 and 20% purchase tax) and the deduction rate benefit for fully
electric and hybrid plug-in vehicles until December 31, 2022
e) Increasing the differentiability of the taxable value of electric cars provided by
the employer (increasing the benefit by 1,000 NIS)
f) Government and public sector as leaders
g) Promoting charging infrastructure
h) Marketing and public awareness campaign among vehicle importers, fleet
managers and the general public
6) Incentivizing Municipalities to Integrate Smart Transportation for Congestion
Reduction
Allocating 200 million NIS a year to incentivize large municipalities to integrate
smart transportation and congestion reduction, including: closing off city centers
to private transportation, converting curbside parking to HOV or two-wheeler
lanes, cooperating with companies that supply smart mobility solutions, creating
bike lanes, and more.
7) Advancing Regulatory Infrastructure that Promotes New Technologies
a) Monitoring evolving regulation regarding autonomous vehicles in Europe and
the U.S.
b) Creating partnerships with entities promoting regulation in leading countries
c) Creating partnerships with leading companies in the world that are developing
autonomous vehicles and encouraging them to perform pilot tests in Israel
d) Establishing a vehicle data center so that information from a million cars would
be accessible for free for various uses
8) Work Hour Flexibility
a) Legislation changes that would allow flexible work conditions
b) Extending the period of reference for work and rest hours to a month in sectors
to be determined by Minister of Labor
c) Performing a focused regional pilot and providing incentives to employers for
adopting a flexible employment model
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